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and breathlessness,” doctor Ratul Bordoloi, joint director
of Golaghat’s health department, told AFP. 

Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal has ordered
an inquiry into the deaths. State police said they had arrested
one man for selling the liquor, and authorities said two excise
department officials were suspended for failing to take ade-
quate precautions over the sale of the alcohol. Assam health
minister Himanta Biswa Sarma told AFP that state authorities
had collated “at least 80” deaths in the districts. “But apart
from this some more people died outside the hospital,” he
added. “I also met the family members and relatives and
ensured them that the perpetrators will not be spared,”
Sarma said in a Twitter comment.

Many of those that drank the liquor were tea plantation
workers who had just received their weekly wages, according
to another state government official. “I asked some of the
patients why they consume liquor almost every day and they

said after a hard day’s work in the plantations they drink to
relieve stress and tiredness,” Sarma said. Mrinal Saikia, a local
lawmaker from the Bharatiya Janata Party - which is in con-
trol of the federal and Assam state governments - said alco-
hol, often laced with cattle feed and battery acid, is being
supplied “in gallons” to tea plantation workers. “This is a big
business in areas surrounding tea gardens where people set
up illegal distilleries to make country liquor,” he said. 

Some media reports, citing anonymous sources, said that
more than 100 people had died and the exact number was
still being verified by authorities. Cheap, locally made liquor is
common in parts of rural India and bootleggers often add
methanol - a highly toxic form of alcohol sometimes used as
an anti-freeze - to their product to increase its strength. If
ingested in large quantities, methanol can cause blindness,
liver damage and death.

Hundreds of mainly poor people die each year in the
South Asian country from tainted liquor, which normally costs
just a few US cents a bottle. Of the estimated five billion litres
of alcohol drunk every year in India, around 40 percent is
illegally produced, according to the International Spirits and
Wine Association of India. Many Indian states have imple-
mented or pushed for prohibition, which, according to critics,
further increases the unsupervised manufacture and sale of
alcohol.  —  Agencies  
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In a separate decree, he appointed Mohamed Tahir
Ela, former governor of the agricultural state of Jazeera,
as prime minister. 

But protest organizers and their supporters in the
political opposition dismissed the reshuffles. They said
the state of emergency showed that Bashir’s rule was
weakened and only its overthrow would now satisfy the
protesters. “Imposing a state of emergency shows the
fear within the regime,” the Alliance for Freedom and
Change said. “We will continue with our people to take
to the streets across all towns and villages until our
demand has been achieved.” 

The National Umma Party, whose leader Sadiq Al-
Mahdi was Sudan’s elected prime minister when Bashir
seized power in an Islamist-backed coup in 1989, said
the protests against his successor’s iron-fisted rule
would carry on until he quits. “Dissolving the govern-
ment and imposing a state of emergency is nothing but
a repetition of this regime’s failures,” it said. “Nothing
will satisfy the people who are taking to the streets
except the overthrow of this regime.”

Analysts said the state of emergency was an act of
desperation in the face of public anger. “The declara-
tion of emergency powers only makes it less likely that
the economy can be revived,” said Eric Reeves, a senior
fellow at Harvard University, who has tracked Sudan’s
politics and economy for two decades. “The regime has
never understood economics...that’s why there are in
the mess they are.”

Sudan has been hit by a chronic shortage of hard
currency to pay for imports that has worsened since
South Sudan became independent in 2011, taking with

it the bulk of oil earnings. The resulting shortages in
basic goods have fuelled spiralling inflation that has
devastated the purchasing power and living standards
of ordinary Sudanese from agricultural laborers to mid-
dle-class professionals. The immediate trigger for the
demonstrations was a government decision last
December to triple the price of bread.

But the demonstrations swiftly mushroomed as they
fed into wider grievances and the Sudanese
Professionals Association - an umbrella group of teach-
ers, doctors and engineer - has taken the lead in using
social media to organise daily protests. It was only
afterwards that the political opposition joined in, form-
ing an alliance with the SPA. “The imposing of emer-
gency unfortunately suggests that things will get worse
before they get better,” said Murithi Mutiga of  the
International Crisis Group think-tank. “It concentrates
powers in Bashir’s hands and sets the stage for a con-
frontation with the protest movement, which may
become more violent than it has been.” 

Human Rights Watch says at least 51 people have
been killed, while Sudanese officials say 31 people have
died in protest-related violence since the demonstra-
tions began on Dec 19. Hundreds of protesters, opposi-
tion leaders, activists and journalists have been jailed in
a crackdown led by the feared National Intelligence
and Security Service.  And the crackdown shows no
sign of easing. Soon after he imposed the emergency,
prominent newspaper editor Osman Mirghani was
detained by security agents for comments he made in a
television interview criticizing the move.

Bashir told Sudanese he understood the scale of the
economic crisis facing the country. “The economic
issue needs to be tackled by qualified people and for
this I will form a government made of people of quali-
ty,” he said. The protest alliance, which also includes
the political wings of rebel groups in Sudan’s three
domestic war zones, has united around a platform that
promises radical reforms, including an end to huge mili-
tary spending on the conflicts. — AFP 
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and e-commerce. China is Saudi Arabia’s largest
trading partner. “As the kingdom diversifies its non-oil
economy, it needs a variety of other investors with
technical expertise, including the Chinese,” Otaibi said. 

“China steadfastly supports Saudi Arabia pushing a
diversification of its economy and societal reforms,” Xi
told Mohammed, according to state broadcaster CCTV,
adding he supported the hard work the kingdom has
undertaken to promote stability and safety at home.
National security is a potential area of cooperation

between the Gulf state and China.
The two countries should boost partnerships in

counterterrorism and law enforcement, and exchange
experience on combating extremism, Han said in his
meeting with Prince Mohammed, according to a report
by the official Chinese news agency Xinhua. The Saudis
said they “firmly supported” Beijing’s efforts to keep
the country secure, and opposed “interference by
external forces in China’s internal affairs”, Xinhua
added, paraphrasing remarks by the crown prince.

Riyadh has remained silent over China’s treatment of
Uighurs and other mostly Muslim minorities in the far-
western region of Xinjiang. Up to one million Uighurs
and other minorities are being held in internment camps
in Xinjiang as part of a draconian anti-terror and anti-
separatist campaign, according to estimates cited by a
UN panel. — AFP 
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“They basically said stop doing the impersonation or
we will kick you out of the country,” Howard X told
AFP after he was released from questioning and back
at his hotel, where he believed plainclothes police were
monitoring him. The police told the pair they could only
travel around the city with an approved itinerary and
travel guide.

Howard X, an Australian Hong Kong resident, insist-
ed he was in Vietnam legally and will not leave unless
he is forced to do so. The pair appeared with black-
clad security guards at Hanoi’s Metropole hotel and
Opera House earlier in the day, where they were
swarmed by press. In character, Trump lookalike White
said they came with an intention to scale down North
Korea’s nuclear ambitions. “We’re working toward
peace. Through negotiations, with dialogue, we want to
help North Korea of course,” he said, wearing heavy
bronzer and with freshly gelled hair.

Full-time Kim impersonator Howard X joked that his
colleague might have to look past Pyongyang’s nuclear
intentions in order to meet eye-to-eye. “Hopefully he
can overlook all my nuclear missiles and lift the sanc-
tions,” said Howard X, who also visited Singapore
ahead of the leaders’ meeting last year.

Before the police standoff, the men said they
planned to visit a massage parlor, play a round of golf
and maybe try some of Hanoi’s culinary delights. But
they may not be allowed to do so by authorities in
Vietnam, a one-party communist state hoping to pull
off next week’s summit without any embarrassment as
the world watches. Vietnam’s hardline administration
have little tolerance for spontaneous public gatherings
of any sort, and Vietnamese security personnel were
keeping a close eye on the impersonators during their
afternoon walkabout.

Howard X also ran into to security issues last June
ahead of the first Trump-Kim meeting in Singapore,
when he was held at the airport and told to stay away
from summit venues. He was eventually permitted into
the city state. The pair say they are looking for a few
more impersonators to complete their band of
“tyrants”, calling for any lookalikes of Russian leader
Vladimir Putin, China’s Xi Jinping or Brazilian President
Jair Bolsonaro to come forward. — AFP 

Trump and Kim
lookalikes held...

HONG KONG: Two Saudi sisters trapped in Hong
Kong say chronic physical abuse by male family mem-
bers prompted them to flee the kingdom, where they
now fear they will be forcibly returned. The siblings are
the latest example of Saudi women plotting their
escape from the ultraconservative kingdom only to find
themselves dodging officials and angry family members
at every turn, as the country battles criticism of its
human rights record. The young women, aged 20 and
18, found themselves marooned after Saudi consular
officials allegedly intercepted them during a stopover at
the city’s airport and later revoked their passports.

The pair, who have adopted the aliases Reem and
Rawan, described a deeply unhappy upbringing in a
middle-class Riyadh household. They claim they were
beaten by their father when they were young, and by
their brothers when they got older, for small transgres-
sions such as waking up late for prayer. “They started
to beat me... my father didn’t really stop them. He thinks
that this is what makes them men,” Reem told AFP.

Even their 10-year-old brother participated and
began to police the way they dressed, they say, chiding
them for removing their niqabs when dining out. “He
was only a child but he learned this from his brothers
and from his father and from all the men around him,
that this is the good way to be a man and to deal with
women,” Reem said.

They decided to bolt for freedom during a family
holiday overseas, when their passports would be kept
in their parents’ bag instead of a safe - and when they
would not need permission from a male guardian to
travel abroad. They started planning for the trip two
years ago to coincide with Rawan’s 18th birthday, so
that she could apply for a visitor’s visa to Australia on
her own. The opportunity arrived last September, when
the family travelled to Sri Lanka for vacation. 

While their parents were sleeping, the sisters
retrieved their passports and boarded a flight from
Colombo to Hong Kong. But trouble awaited them at
the other end. They claim they were obstructed by sev-
eral unknown men at the city’s airport, including one
who tried to trick them into boarding a plane back to
Riyadh. They said their onward flight booking to
Melbourne had been cancelled and later learned the
man was Saudi Arabia’s consul general in Hong Kong.

Movements tracked 
The sisters suspect their father tracked their move-

ments using Absher, a controversial mobile app that
operates as a portal to Saudi government services but
also allows men to keep tabs on female relatives. Critics
say the app enables abuse against women, with US
lawmaker Ron Wyden urging Google and Apple to
remove it from their smartphones. The sisters say their
passport information was stored in the app and may

have been used by their parents to track down the
flights they booked. They also believe their uncle may
have helped mobilize consular officials through his gov-
ernment connections.

Fearing they were about to be “forcibly abducted”,
the sisters entered Hong Kong as visitors. The pair
have lived in hiding in Hong Kong for nearly six months
since and have changed locations 13 times for fear of
their safety - hotels, hostels, private homes, and even a
boat one night, they say. They also claim police
attempted to take them to meet with male relatives and
Saudi officials.

Hong Kong’s security minister John Lee said Friday
that “police have received two separate reports, one
regarding missing person(s) and one regarding request
for investigation”. He declined to elaborate further.
Immigration authorities said they would “not comment
on individual cases”. The sisters’ concerns deepened
after they learned from their lawyer that their passports
were revoked in November, leaving them stateless. The
Saudi consulate in Hong Kong did not respond to
requests for comment.

But the sisters say they are fearful of being returned
to Saudi Arabia and facing their family’s wrath. “Either
we will be killed because they want to clear (the) shame
we brought as women who left by their own, or they
will force us to marry... our cousins”, said Reem. They
say they have renounced Islam and fear the death
penalty if they return home. Apostasy or blasphemy is
punishable with jail or death sentences in some Muslim
countries, including Saudi Arabia.

Complete control
Such cases appear to be on the rise, with the sisters’

story emerging a month after 18-year-old Saudi woman
Rahaf Mohammed Al-Qunun drew global attention with
her dramatic escape from an allegedly abusive family,
gaining refugee status in Canada. Michael Vidler, a lawyer
for the pair, said Hong Kong immigration authorities have
indicated the pair would be “tolerated” in the city until
Feb 28, after which they could be deported. They are now
hoping to be granted asylum in a third country.

While their time in Hong Kong has been marked by
anxiety and a poor diet - at one point subsisting on
instant noodles and toast for a month - they looked
calm when they met AFP, wearing hoodies, jeans and
sneakers. “My hope for the future is to settle down, to
have a normal life... when we were in Saudi Arabia, we
were locked in the house every day,” Reem told AFP.
“We don’t even meet our friends, we don’t go out, we
don’t have any hobbies outside... So I just want to do
everything that I can do in life,” she said. Reem, who
studied English literature in university, hopes to
become a writer and counts George Orwell’s dystopian
novel 1984 among her favorite books. — AFP

‘Abused’ sisters trapped in 
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HONG KONG: Saudi sisters Rawan (in yellow), 18, and Reem, 20, (both using adopted aliases) speak during an inter-
view on Friday. — AFP 

CAIRO: European and Arab leaders are to hold their first
summit today, in what the top EU diplomat sees as a
chance to boost cooperation across a troubled
Mediterranean region. President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi will
host the two-day summit in Egypt’s Red Sea resort of
Sharm El-Sheikh to discuss topics like security, trade,
development and migration. Wars and conflicts in places
such as Syria and Libya are on the agenda at a summit
guarded by the security forces who are fighting a bloody
jihadist insurgency a short distance to the north.

But analysts voiced doubts over how much progress
can be made, with Europe split over migration and Arab
countries still grappling with the fallout from Arab Spring
revolutions. European leaders first mentioned the summit
in Austria in September amid efforts to agree ways to
curb the illegal migration that has sharply divided the 28-
nation bloc. But checking migration is just part of
Europe’s broader strategy to forge a new alliance with its
southern neighbors.

EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini insists
that the gathering in Egypt of more than 40 heads of
state and government is about much more than migra-
tion. “We will have frank, open discussions, not only on
migration, definitely not,” Mogherini told journalists in
Brussels on Monday. “We will have first of all discussions
on our economic cooperation, on our common region,”
said the former Italian foreign minister who will travel to
the desert resort. “That is a troubled region but also full
of opportunities.”

An Arab League official, Khaled Al-Habbas, told AFP
that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict would also be on the
agenda in Sharm El-Sheikh. Attending will be Donald
Tusk, president of the European Council of EU member
countries, and Jean-Claude Juncker, the president of the
European Commission, the bloc’s executive arm. A senior
EU official told journalists in Brussels that 24 European
heads of state and government have confirmed their
attendance. These include German Chancellor Angela

Merkel, British Prime Minister Theresa May and Irish
Prime Minister Leo Varadkar.

Not attending are French President Emmanuel
Macron and Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez,
along with the leaders of Lithuania and Latvia, EU
sources added. Apart from Sisi, Lebanese Prime Minister
Saad Hariri will attend from the 22-member Arab
League, based in Cairo. The Tunisian and Iraqi presi-
dents are also expected, while the Saudi press said King
Salman would also travel to Sharm El-Sheikh.

A UN official warned that Europe’s failure to bridge
divisions on migration “risks blocking all the other discus-
sions” at the summit. “How do you discuss an issue if you
can’t even mention it!” the official told AFP on condition of
anonymity. He said EU countries like Hungary refuse to
mention migration because they oppose asylum seekers
and migrants, particularly from Muslim countries. The EU
has struck aid-for-cooperation agreements with Turkey
and Libya’s UN-backed government in Tripoli, which has
sharply cut the flow of migrants since a 2015 peak.

But the official said broader cooperation with the Arab
League, which includes Libya, is limited without the EU
being able to speak in one voice. Marc Pierini, a former
EU ambassador to Tunisia and Libya, said the summit will
struggle “to establish a dialogue between two sides who
are confronted with their own challenges”. The meeting
comes as “the Arab countries are still feeling the effects of
the revolutions started in 2011”, Pierini told AFP. “Arab
League unity is in trouble,” said Pierini, now an analyst
with the Carnegie Europe think tank.

An EU source said there will “be no deal in the desert”
when asked if EU leaders would huddle together to
explore ways to break the logjam over Britain’s looming
exit from the bloc on March 29. “This is a summit between
the EU and the Arab states,” the source told journalists on
condition of anonymity. Brussels has stood united against
May’s requests to reopen the November divorce agree-
ment in order to help it pass the British parliament.

However, the issue is likely to come up when Tusk holds
a one-to-one meeting with May in Sharm El-Sheikh. An
EU source said the first EU-Arab summit is all the more
important as the United States disengages from the region
while Russia and China make inroads, “not necessarily in
our interests”. Mogherini said Monday: “It has always
looked strange to me that the European Union had sum-
mits with Latin America, with Africa, with Asia, and not
with the Arab world that is our first neighbor.” — AFP 
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